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Step 8 Turn over Yardstash and repeat steps 2-7 for back side.

Step 7
Attach right side clips to elbow pole.Insert bottom caps of elbow poles 

into eyelets on bottom corners 
(use eyelets closest to YardStash).

Step 6

Step 5
 Connect the right end 

of the “v” pole to the
right elbow pole. Do not
connect clips to pole. 

Step 4 
Connect the left end 
of the “v” pole to the left
elbow pole. Make sure to 
connect the side with 
no clips first.

Step 2
Insert one elbow pole down through 
each sleeve on right side and left side 
with elbow towards top. Do not connect
the right clips to pole.

Lay YardStash flat and face-up 
on ground near desired location 
(the recommended location for 
your YardStash is on a flat area and
against a wall or fence).

Step 1

Step 3

Insert long “v” pole 
through top front sleeve.
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Use stakes to secure YardStash to ground and/or insert screws through 
remaining eyelets on back side to fasten YardStash to fence or wall.
 
 

 (Optional)

Slide pole with yellow sticker through the two nylon loops located on the middle of the roof and 
connect pole to the front and bottom back eyelets. Connect two remaining poles with 
red stickers to eyelets located on the right and left hand side of the roof. To fully stabilize and
straighten your YardStash after assembly, pull bottom of corner poles out and away from middle
and unzip product to release air.
 
 

Step 10 

Step 9
Insert ends of poles with blue stickers into eyelets located on left and right 
sides of front sleeves and connect each pole to opposite eyelet on back sleeves.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS-continued

 
Warning

 
Do not use YardStash as a tent, shelter or play structure for humans or animals. Death by suffocation is possible if 
YardStash is used as a tent, shelter or play structure for humans or animals. Do not allow children to play near or in 
YardStash. Never place a stove, campfire, or other flame source in or near your YardStash.  Anchor your YardStash 
properly at all times to reduce the risk of loss or damage to YardStash or contents inside of YardStash. Carefully 
consider the possibility of falling rocks or tree limbs,lightning strikes, flash floods, strong winds, and other hazards 
when choosing your YardStash location to reduce the risk of loss and/or injury. YardStash Solutions LLC or any 
reseller cannot be held responsible for loss or damage to personal belongings or equipment as a result of theft or 
adverse weather conditions. YardStash Solutions LLC or any reseller cannot be held responsible for any personal 
injury caused by misuse of product.
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